
Created on Friday 20 January, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0745 Evergreen
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0745

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 21 January, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 2705 Mustard Relish
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-2705

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 21 January, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0637 Chocolate
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-TOY002-0637

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 10 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 1102 Antique White
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-1102

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 3.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 10 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0582 Purple Sage
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0582

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 10 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0965 Plum
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0965

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 10 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0979 Burgundy
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0979

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 09 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0709 Loden
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0709

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0733 Cipress Garden
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0733

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0558 Navy
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0558

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0557 Ragtime Blue
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0557

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0539 Blue Spruce
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0539

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 08 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 1040 Smoldering Cinder
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-1040

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 January, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 1601 Blush
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-1601

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 13 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0909 Pink
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0909

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 19 January, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0572 Royal Blue
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0572

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0663 Light Brown
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0663

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 2615 Cobblestone
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-2615

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 2105 Honey Mustard
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-2105

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 2707 Reets Relish
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-2707

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 3.96 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 2010 Smokey Marble
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-2010

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 2300 Denim
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-2300

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0650 Pumpkin Spice
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-0650

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 03 February, 2006

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 2205 Barnyard Red
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-WCF001-2205

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 2.97 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Sunday 11 February, 2007

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 2710 Grassy Meadows
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-TOY002-2710

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 3.04 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 16 April, 2007

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0579 Norwegian Blue
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-TOY002-0579

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 3.04 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 16 April, 2007

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0715 Charteuse
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-TOY002-0715

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 3.04 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 16 April, 2007

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0944 English Rose
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-TOY002-0944

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 3.04 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 16 April, 2007

Fabrics - Felt

Woolfelt: 0615 Champagne
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-TOY002-0615

You can make your own sherpa-like or fleece-like felt
in a wonderful natural fiber-blend! With this easy and
fun technique, you can create the perfect texture and
give ordinary crafts and collectibles a unique and
luxurious look!

Using cold to warm water, wet National
Nonwovens' WoolFelt® completely in a sink or
basin. Do not rub or agitate. Wet each color
separately (some dye may be released into the
water - this is normal).
Squeeze by hand to remove as much water as
possible. Avoid wringing as it may stretch the
material.
Place in a standard tumble clothes dryer on
regular or hot setting until WoolFelt® is nearly
dry (approximately 35 minutes). Do not over
dry. Dry light colors separately from darker
colors. Colors may change slightly during drying
process ( I usually put a small old towel in too)
Tip: if excess dye remains in dryer, take out
WoolFelt®, place old wet towel in dryer, and
finish dryer cycle to remove remaining dye.
Lay flat to dry completely, smoothing fabric
gently by hand. Large wrinkles may be removed
by using a light steam iron held just above the
surface of the fabric. Return felt to its original
form by pressing with a steam iron.

To avoid future shrinkage upon completion, dry
cleaning is recommended. WoolFelt® should be
washed only once to create the fleece-like effect.
Price is for a cut of 45x50cm.

Price: € 3.04 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 28 May, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Purple
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0583

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Neon Lime
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0717

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Shocking Pink
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0912

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Gold
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0416

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Aloha Yellow
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0419

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 04 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Emerald
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0735

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 3.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Yellow
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0414

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 3.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Pirate Green
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0780

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Royal Blue
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0572

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 06 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Navy
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0558

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 18 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Lavender
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-1582

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 18 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Carmel
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0624

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 18 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Burgundy
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0979

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Saturday 18 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Copper Canyon
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-6230

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 3.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 20 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Dark Brown
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0663

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 22 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Hot Pink
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0917

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 3.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 23 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Hunter Green
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0741

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Tuesday 14 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Cream
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0611

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 3.30 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 29 June, 2011

Fabrics - Felt

Fiesta Felt™: Baby Blue
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF001-0510

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 2.48 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 20 October, 2016

Fabrics - Felt

Glitzy Felt: Green
da: National Nonwovens

Modello: QLT-FEL-ACF007-0744

This fabric (100% acrylic felt pannolenci) is ideal to
create decorations, doll's dressing, base for Christmas
trees .. or simply for a table.
The price is for a cut of 45x50cm.
Machine washable (colorfast in cold water)

Price: € 4.58 (incl. VAT)
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